Tennis Tournament Results
Bryant Exhibition
Feb 21, 2021 at Cumberland, R.I.

Singles competition
A. Mackay Rodriguez (Merrimack College) def. Jan Semerak (Merrimack College) 7-6 (0-7), 3-6, 6-3
Trent Massam (Bryant University) def. Aryaan Bhatia (Merrimack College) 6-2, 4-6, 6-4
Diego Serra Sparrow (Bryant University) def. Jonathan Garcia (Merrimack College) 6-2, 6-3
Andrew Pregel (Bryant University) def. Andre Singer (Merrimack College) 6-3, 6-3
Teague Burger (Bryant University) def. Hassan El Alami (Merrimack College) 6-3, 6-2
Grant Pertile (Bryant University) def. A. Mackay Rodriguez (Merrimack College) 6-2, 6-0
Andrew Forchetti (Bryant University) def. Conrad Koch (Merrimack College) 6-3, 6-2
Diego Trejo (Bryant University) def. P. de Godoy Mancini (Merrimack College) 7-6 (0-3), 6-4

Doubles competition
Wilson Dong/Grant Pertile (Bryant University) def. Conrad Koch/Jan Semerak (Merrimack College) 6-2
Trent Massam/Andrew Pregel (Bryant University) def. A. Mackay Rodriguez/Jonathan Garcia (Merrimack College) 7-6 (0-6)
Aryaan Bhatia/P. de Godoy Mancini (Merrimack College) def. Diego Trejo/Diego Serra Sparrow (Bryant University) 6-2
Nick Lorenz/Aryaan Sen (Bryant University) def. Hassan El Alami/Andre Singer (Merrimack College) 6-2

Tournament notes: